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TA BLE O F  CO NTENTS

THE ITALIAN TRADE AGENCY-ITA

FEDERAZIONE ANIE

ANIE SICUREZZA



THE ITALIAN TRADE AGENCY-ITA

The Italian Trade Agency-ITA, established in 1926, is the Governmental Agency which 
supports the internationalization of Italian companies, in the framework of guidelines 
and strategies conceived by the Ministry of Economic Development. 

The Headquarters is located in Rome and ITA operates worldwide through a large 
network of Trade Promotion Offices (65 branch offices, Trade Promotion Offices of the 
Italian Embassies).

ITA provides a wide range of services, helping Italian and foreign businesses to connect 
with each other such as: market research, information about laws, rules, regulations, 
custom duties, identification of potential business counterparts, bilateral meetings, 
trade delegation visits to Italian districts or Italian main exhibitions, official participation 
in foreign fairs and exhibitions, forum and seminars with Italian experts and a variety 
of many other initiatives included in its Promotional Activities Annual Plan, focused on 
intensifying business opportunities and promote the image of “Made in Italy” all over 
the world.

ITA helps to develop, facilitate and promote Italian economic and trade relations with 
foreign countries, focusing on the needs of SME and their entrepreneurs associations. 
ITA supports Italian firms in their internationalization process and promotes worldwide 
the marketing of Italian goods and services and Investments in Italy. 

ITALIAN TRADE AGENCY-ITA
Sheikh Zayed Road-Dubai Internet city
Arenco Tower –Office 506
P.O. BOX 500088 
DUBAI, U.A.E.
Tel.  +971 4 44345280
Fax: +971 4 4220983
dubai@ice.it   
www.ice.gov.it
Contact: Dr. Gianpaolo Bruno
Italian Trade Commissioner 



ANIE SICUREZZA is the association member of Federazione ANIE that represents the 
Italian Security, Fire Safety and Building Automation industry.
ANIE SICUREZZA, with over 90 companies and 3,500 employees, represents a sector that 
accounts in Italy a total turnover of 2 billions Euro. 
The Member Companies include manufactures, installers and system integrators dealing 
with Intrusion Alarm Systems; Access control Systems; Video-surveillance Tele-care/
Tele-health; Alarm transmission systems; Fire Detection; Voice Alarm Systems.

Federazione ANIE
Viale Vincenzo Lancetti, 43
20158 Milano (MI)
Tel. + 39 02 3264205/227
Fax: + 39 02 3264212
internazionale@anie.it
www.anie.it - www.italiantech.com
Contact: Mariarosaria Fragasso
Head of International Affairs

FEDERAZIONE ANIE

Federazione ANIE is a Confindustria member representing the Electrical Engineering 
and Electronic Manufacturing companies operating in Italy. ANIE is an active and 
recognized interlocutor of the stakeholders who influences framework policies in Italy 
and abroad and offers to Member Companies a platform where they can confront with a 
whole community of industries.
ANIE, with over 1,200 member companies, represents the following Industry sectors:
Power Production including Photovoltaic technologies, Power Transmission and Power 
Distribution, Electrified Transports, Lift and Escalators, Lighting, Cables, Components 
and Devices for electrical installations, Household Appliances and Catering Equipment, 
Electronic Components, Factory and Process Automation, Security, Fire Safety and 
Building Automation, Motion and Power Transmission Systems.

The Italian Electrical Engineering and Electronic Industry in figures for 2014:
• 55 billions €of total turnover
• 30 billions € of export (55.2% on total turnover)
• 410,000 employees.
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ANAFGROUP
Stand: 3 A16  

ANAFGROUP is specialized in the design, production and 
distribution of a vast range of fire extinguishers of every 

type and capacity, both pressurized and unpressurized, with 
internal or external cartridges. The portable fire extinguishers, 
filled with different extinguishing agents, of 1, 2 and 3 kg 
capacity are designed for the automotive and boating sectors, 
of 4, 6, 9 and 12 kg capacity for the fire protection in industrial 
areas. Today, ANAF is the leading European company in 
the production, manufacture and distribution of portable 
fire extinguishers for the boating and automotive sectors 
with important acknowledgements from main international 
manufacturers. 

 

AMC ELETTRONICA SRL 
Stand: SA G32

AMC Elettronica is a wholly Italian owned company founded 
in 1974. In few years time it has established itself as a 

successful company in the security industry. Our main activity 
is projecting, production and distribution of Alarm Components 
(control panels, detectors, sirens etc.). All AMC products are 
designed in-house, thanks to a laboratory for research and 
development that is made of an excellent team of young and 
highly motivated engineers. The production cycle is managed 
inside the company that owns also two operating sites both 
in Italy. Founded forty years ago, AMC has been able to deal 
with the change of the market, overcoming all the hard times 
thanks to the generational change and a close-knit team 
deeply attached to their work.

Via Pascoli, 359 - Loc. Mirovano
22040 Alzate Brianza (CO) 

Tel. +39 031 632780
Fax: +39 031 632781

info@amcelettronica.com
www.amcelettronica.com

Contact: Alessandro Berrini

Via del Commercio, 4 
27020 Torre d’Isola (PV)

Tel. +39 0382 4533 217
Fax: +39 0382 920279  

info@anaf.eu
www.anaf.eu 

Contact: Juan Carlos Sanz

1

http://www.amcelettronica.com/
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Via Valsugana, 63
35010 Curtarolo (PD)
Tel. +39 331 6582975 

Fax: +39 049 9698468
info@avselectronics.it

www.avselectronics.com
Contact: Nicolas Vial

Via Contrada Colucci, 154
72014 Cisternino (BR)
Tel. +39 080 4448422

Fax: +39 080 4448364
claudio.gargiullo@pandasafety.com

www.pandasafety.com
Contact: Claudio Gargiullo

Panda Safety has a story that has been lasting for over thirty 
years; a story that begins in the Eighties, under the warm 

southern Italian sun in Cisternino, thanks to the determination 
of the Founder, Mr. Luigi Gargiullo. Nowadays the Factory 
produces more than 5,000 pairs of safety shoes daily, using the 
best quality of raw materials and components; its specialized 
craftsmen take care of every single detail of the production 
making the Panda Safety shoes an excellence item of the 
Italian manufacturer. Despite the important results already 
achieved, Panda Safety always continues to increase its know-
how by concentrating the research on the improvement of 
the morph-anatomical features of its footwear; at the same 
time, the Company constantly improves the quality standards 
and the aesthetic look of its products. The safety shoes Panda 
Safety are perfectly functional for any field of usage, extremely 
nice and, above all, incredibly durable.

AVS ELECTRONICS SPA 
Stand: SA I26

AVS ELECTRONICS is a 42 years-old Italian Security 
Manufacturer, producing a complete range of products 

dedicated to electronics security, but also fire, perimeter 
protection, active protection and building automation. AVS 
Electronics designs, tests, manufactures and distributes 
leading solutions technology, for the safety of individuals, 
companies, civil and military sites in the world. AVS 
ELECTRONICS solutions have the most stringent certifications. 
Installers benefit from technical assistance, training courses 
and a 3-year warranty on all products. The range of products 
covers: residential, commercial, industrial and military control 
panel with IP/GSM interface, app for smartphone, advanced 
speeches, building automation interfaces, touch keypads, 
wireless security devices, wired and wireless sensors, digital 
detectors, indoor PIR, IR barriers, microwave barriers, indoor 
and outdoor siren, linear fire beams, security for generators.

CALZATURIFICIO PANDA SPORT SRL
Stand: 7 C21

mailto:info@avselectronics.it
mailto:claudio.gargiullo@pandasafety.com
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s a f e t y & c o m f o r t

Via Martiri della Libertà, 15
31030 Dosson di Casier (TV)

Tel. +39 0422 4940
Fax: +39 0422 4941

info@came.com
www.came.com        

Came Gulf FZCO - P.O. Box 17131
Jebel Ali Free Zone - UAE                       

Tel. +971 4 8860046/47
Fax: +971 4 8860048                          
info@camegulf.com 
www.camegulf.com 

Contact: Hisham Haddad

Strada Prov.le di Pescaiola, 54/g-56
52041 Civitella in Val di Chiana (AR)

Tel. +39 0575 4181
Fax: +39 0575 418357

infosecurity@ceia-spa.com
www.ceia.net

Contact: Francesca Valentini

CEIA SPA
Stand: S3 A12

 

CEIA is a leading manufacturer of Security Metal Detectors 
with more than 40 years of experience. CEIA Metal 

Detectors for airport security comply with the requirements 
specified by the competent authorities providing automatic 
detection of metal targets/threats over the entire body, even in 
cavities,  and the maximum flow-rate thanks to unsurpassed 
discrimination of  personal metal belongings. In order to 
increase the security and the throughput of an Airport Security 
Checkpoint, additional equipment provided by CEIA are the 
SAMD Shoe Analyzer and the EMA Bottled Liquid Scanner. 
At Intersec 2016 CEIA will present the new IED detector for 
letter and parcel inspection, CEIA EMIS-MAIL. The EMIS-MAIL 
is designed to detect a wide variety of metal threat items 
including detonators, batteries, trigger circuits and other 
metal components of parcel bombs without false alarms for 
non-threat items such as metal staples, paper clips and metal 
binding spirals.

CAME SPA
Stand: S2 A32

Came is among Italy’s and the world’s leading outfits in the 
home & building automation sector, is today a global player 

in the home control, urban planning and security sectors, to 
which it provides integrated solutions to regulate and monitor 
flow rates and accesses. The group, represented by the Came 
Safety & Comfort brand, through the Came, Bpt, Domino LED 
and GO Italia brands, designs, makes and markets home & 
building automation solutions for entrances, home automation 
system and burglarproof system, video-entry, thermostats 
and LED lighting, as well as doors and sectional doors for 
both homes and businesses; whereas through the Urbaco 
and Parkare brandnames it provides urban design and large-
scale venue solutions in terms of pay-to-park facilities, access 
control and venue protection in large public areas as well as 
city streets.

mailto:infosecurity@ceia-spa.com
http://www.ceia.net
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Via G. Durando, 38
20158 Milano (MI)

Tel. +39 02 3767161
extreme@cias.it

www.cias.it
Contact: Fabrizio Leonardi

Via dell’Euro, 43-59
76121 Barletta (BT) 

Tel. +39 0883 3414311
Fax: +39 0883 3414215 

customerservice@cofra.it
www.cofra.it

Contact: Nicola Diana

COFRA SRL
Stand: 7 B24

Italian leading manufacturer of safety footwear, among its 
strong points Cofra can boast a very wide range of products, 

the widest in the safety footwear sector. Models devised to 
answer even niche requests and the widest range of footwear 
for special purpose (chemical industry, glasswork, mechanic 
and steel industry, electricians, tarmac layers). Cofra has 
broadened its range giving now a complete offer of PPE, 
including the workwear collection, designed with great attention 
to the selection of high quality materials and care for details. 
A complete line has been designed to protect wearer’s body 
against specific risks (sparks, heat and flame, liquid chemicals, 
heat produced by electric arc). Recently gloves, eyewear 
collection and face masks collections have been launched. 

CIAS ELETTRONICA SRL
Stand: SA H26

CIAS is recognized industry leader manufacturing perimeter 
protection devices since 1974. CIAS was the first to produce 

a Digital Microwave Barrier with Fuzzy logic analysis with 
possibility to be remotely controlled and tuned over IP & PoE. 
To complete the market needs we have also a very innovative 
products for fence detection based on MEMS technology called 
SIOUX 3.0, together with Fiber Optic APACHE. CIAS products 
satisfy the most demanding security environments and are 
currently used to protect oil & gas, nuclear power plants, high-
security prisons, military and civil airports. The integration 
with other platforms such as GENETEC, GEUTEBRUCK, 
MILESTONE, CORTECH, ARTECO, VIDEOTEC, etc. also allows 
CIAS products to talk to CCTV, access control, alarm control 
units via IP, Fiber optic or RS-485.

mailto:extreme@cias.it
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Office 154, TecnoHub
DSO Dubai, UAE

Tel. +39 0346 750011
info@comelit.ae

www.comelitgroup.com
Contact: Aneesh Kiran

Via Osimana, 70
60021 Camerano (AN)

Tel. +39 071 7304258
info@elan.an.it
www.elan.an.it

Contact: Cristiano Montesi

ELAN SRL
Stand: 3 A22

ELAN is a leading cable manufacturer in the security business 
and thanks to its high quality it’s a famous brand among 

the domestic and international markets. With more than 25 
years experience, ELAN is supplying products to more than 50 
countries in the world, granting to installers and distributors 
specialized solutions and high quality level products. ELAN 
produces cables for security systems, CCTV, network and data 
and fire-fighting systems. Every product is following a very 
strict production process and it’s complying all international 
regulations (CEI, UNI-EN). Under the same umbrella there 
is the popular brand BIGBAT; sealed lead acid batteries 
(VRLA) ready to satisfy any technical specification, with high 
life expectancy even with deep cycles. Lithium batteries are 
the new born in ELAN family, synonymous of efficiency and 
reliability. Products are prompt for delivery and the logistic 
support of the main domestic and international forwarders 
make sure that deliveries are always timely and accurate.

COMELIT MIDDLE EAST
Stand: SA J38

Founded in 1956, Comelit is an industrial company operating 
on a worldwide scale and specializing in the design and 

manufacture of video entry, video surveillance, anti-intrusion, 
home automation and access control systems. The company 
has a strong international vocation thanks to its close ties with 
the area in which it was created and in which its headquarters 
are still located today.

mailto:info@comelit.ae
mailto:info@elan.an.it
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Via Treviso, 36 
31020 San Vendemiano  (TV) 

Tel. +39 0438 308 470
Fax: +39 0438 492 340

gambino@ermes-cctv.com
www.ermes-cctv.com

Contact: Filippo Gambino

Via Dante Alighieri, 12/I
52015 Pratovecchio Stia (AR) 

Tel. +39  0575 583170 
Fax: +39 0575 504526

info@eurogardian.com
www.eurogardian.com 
Contact: Orazio Antinori 

Simone Tellini

EUROGARDIAN SRL
Stand: 3 B15

EUROGARDIAN,  skilled in gas fire extinguishing systems, 
has been present on the Italian market since 1976. 

The company began as an installer of fire detection and 
suppression systems. In 2006, it became a producer company 
in its own right, exploiting acquired on-the-ground experience 
and upgrading the technical department. From that moment 
on, EUROGARDIAN has been designing and producing many 
of its system components in-house. EUROGARDIAN products 
are certified under the EN12094-series standards by third-
party certification institutes and meet all the requirements 
laid down by applicable European Directives (CPR, TPED and 
PED). UNI EN ISO 9001 certification guarantees the quality 
of the services offer. The extinguishing agents used in the 
fire-suppression systems are inert gases (IG-01, IG-100, IG-
55, IG-541), halogenated hydrocarbons (HFC227ea, HFC125, 
HFC23), and carbon dioxide (CO2). The extinguishing agents 
are all “clean” gases with zero impact on the environment 
and protected objects. Each “family” of gases acts on fire by 
different mechanisms (cooling, oxygen depletion, chemical 
action, etc.) and each has a specific field of application.

ERMES ELETTRONICA SRL
Stand: SA J26

 
ERMES is an Italian manufacturer highly skilled in the 

communication systems Over IP like: Intercom systems Over 
IP, Public Address systems Over IP, Emergency Call systems 
Over IP. ERMES offers a wide range of solutions for commercial 
facilities, services facilities, industries, infrastructure and 
transport; its production includes apparatuses for aggressive 
environments entirely made in AISI316L stainless steel as well 
as intercoms for explosion proof areas (ATEX). All the intercoms 
are interfaced directly to the LAN and use a Peer-To-Peer 
protocol; these solutions offer high system reliability in how 
much it is a system server-less (with distributed intelligence) 
and not a system with intelligence concentrated in the central 
unit (client-server) as the greatest part of the systems that are 
available today. Moreover ERMES produces a family of CCTV 
camera housings for standard as well as for special areas like 
high temperature, marine environments or ATEX areas.

mailto:info@eurogardian.com
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Via  Abetone Brennero, 177/b
46025 Poggio Rusco (MN)

Tel. +39 0386 522011
Fax: +39 0386 522031

info@gibidi.com
 www.gibidi.com

Contact: Mauro Negrini

Via Ferri Rocco, 32
70022 Altamura (BA)
Tel. + 39 080 3118998

Fax: + 39 080 3101309
info@gielle.it
www.gielle.it

Contact: Vincenzo Galantucci

Gielle, International Halon Bank with more than 50 years of 
experience in the field of firefighting has become one of the leading 

European companies in the design and manufacture of automatic 
fire fighting systems. We have also developed specific solutions 
for museums and high valuable objects, telecommunications, 
infrastructures (airport, underground system, international railway 
systems), petrochemicals and energy related industries. Our fire 
suppression products include: FM-200®, Argonite®, 3M Novec 
1230 Fire Protection Fluid, HFC 125, FE-13, WHDR wet chemical, 
wetting agent, Cold Fire, IND dry chemical and a wide range of fire 
extinguishers. Water Mist systems at both high and low pressure, 
and CO2 systems. Worldwide delivery, engineering & design, 
installation, commissioning, Enclosure Integrity Test (Door-Fan-
Test), training, repair and maintenance for all kind of fire systems. 
On-Site Recovery for Halons and Refrigerants; Sapphire/NOVEC1230  
System Recharge Station. All our products are approved by the local 
authorities in more than 40 countries.

GI.BI.DI. SRL
Stand: S3 F41

GI.BI.DI. is an Italian company which has been producing 
professional automatic devices for gates and garage 

doors since 1972 (more than 40 years). A company that makes 
projects and produces following the concept of total quality, 
a clear choice that is easy to find in the very high technology 
we use for hydraulics operators. GI.BI.DI. pays attention to 
market’s needs and competitors evolution, that’s why it has 
started a huge project for the manufacturing of a complete 
brand new generation of operators, control systems and 
accessories in order to allow all its partners to have new 
technology and service to make their job easier. Enter and exit 
in total freedom. Open and close gates and garage doors in 
comfort with a single action and peace of mind.

GIELLE FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS
Stand: 3 B21

mailto:info@gibidi.com
http://www.gibidi.com/
mailto:info@gielle.it
http://www.gielle.it
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Fraz. Arnad Le Vieux, 47
11020 Arnad (AO)

Tel. +39 0125 968611
Fax: +39 0125 966043

info@gps-standard.com
www.gps-standard.com 

Contact: Luca Capula

Via Longhin, 131
35129 Padova (PD)

Cell.+39 347 1313748 
daniela.fanzago@infiniteplay.com

www.infiniteplay.com
Contact: Daniela Fanzago

INFINITEPLAY SRL
Stand: SA I30

Among the diverse landscape of advanced video entry 
systems, InfinitePlay provides a superior solution to the  

advanced communication and safety requirements of all 
residential, commercial, industrial and service sectors. This 
100% full IP native system, designed and made in Italy, allows 
you with just one installation to connect an unlimited number 
of devices using the same communication protocol: TCP / IP, 
ensuring a considerable reduction in wiring costs. Installed 
either from scratch or by using an existing IP system, it’s 
InfinitePlay’s backbone that makes it the best Plug & Play 
solution. Thanks to the InfinitePlay App you can also receive 
audio and video calls from the entrance panel directly to your 
smartphone or tablet, and display images from cameras, turns 
actuators, locks and intercom calls on other internal devices.

GPS STANDARD SPA
Stand: SA G38

GPS Standard is a leader in the security sector and is present, 
with discretion, with its partners, in many important 

plans for the design of the most sophisticated intrusion and 
video surveillance systems. During 40 years of activity the 
company has stated its position thanks to constant investment 
in research, in project activity and in the application of the 
most sophisticated digital and information technologies. GPS 
Standard can guarantee a presence at both a national and an 
international level. 

http://info@gps-standard.com/
mailto:daniela.fanzago@infiniteplay.com
http://www.infiniteplay.com/
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Via Fosso Antico, loc. Centobuchi
63076 Monteprandone (AP) 

Tel.+ 39 0735 705007
Fax: +39 0735 704912

info@inim.biz
www.inim.biz

Contact: Elisabetta Saini

Via S. Girolamo, 13
25055 Pisogne (BS) 
Tel. +39 0364 8821

Fax: +39 0364  882263
techno@iseome.com

www.iseo.com 
Contact: Marco Gattone

Moussa Al Bittar

Iseo Middle East F.Z.E
P.o. Box 61390

Jebel Ali, Dubai - UAE                       
Tel.  +971 4 2957220                            
Fax: +971 4 2957166                          

iseome@emirates.net.ae
www.iseo.com 

ISEO SERRATURE SPA
Stand: S3 F11     
 

 
ISEO group is an Italian company designing, manufacturing 

and selling smart access management systems for people’s 
safety and anti-intrusion security. Strongly oriented towards 
the global market, ISEO group has widely spread at an 
international level thanks to a strategy based on the creation 
and acquisition of local subsidiaries in Italy, France, Germany, 
Spain, Romania, UAE, South Africa, PRC and Malaysia. The new 
product range ISEO Zero1 includes access control systems, 
which can manage entries to sensitive areas in residential and 
commercial buildings, shops, hotels, etc. You can easily enable 
or disable different users’ opening devices, such as cards, 
smartphones or tags, so that they will be authorized or not to 
open certain doors, even with different time options.

INIM ELECTRONICS SRL
Stand: 4 G30 - G32 - G34

Inim Electronics designs, manufactures and markets a 
comprehensive range of Intrusion Detection, Fire Detection 

and Home Automation systems and products for residential, 
commercial and institutional buildings. Choosing Inim means 
choosing guaranteed security because our mission is to 
protect. By way of our patented user-friendly technologies and 
resourceful, state-of-the-art solutions. Products created and 
made in Italy: an extra assurance. From design to production, 
from testing to marketing, every step-of-the-way is the 
italian way for truly controlled quality. Founded in 2005 by 
professionals with over 20 years of expertise in the arena of 
total security, Inim has just celebrated its 10th anniversary 
and press forward with passion to create pioneering solutions 
ahead of time.

mailto:daniela.fanzago@infiniteplay.com
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Via Mantova, 177/a
37053 Cerea (VR) 

Tel. +39 0442 330422 
Fax: +39 0442 331054

info@fadini.net
www.fadini.net

Contact: Nicola Fadini

Via Roncaglia, 14
20146 Milano (MI) 

Tel. +39 02 48006383 
Fax: +39 02 48025620

info@mitech-security.com
www.mitech-security.com

Contact: Maurizio Fantoni

MITECH SRL
Stand: SA J30

Mitech® manufactures a complete range of intrusion 
perimeter barriers and sensors of utmost reliability and 

high quality, made in Italy, for civil building, industry and the 
protection of sensitive areas. The Company has been constantly 
investing in research and development thus applying innovative 
technologies engineered for a congenial and easy perimeter 
set-up ensuring the maximum protection for a worry-
free environment. Mitech®, owing to a direct management 
intervention and exhaustive product documentation, differs 
by paying particular attention to support activities to its 
customers in the configuration analysis design phase and 
after-sales service. Today Mitech® relies on a consolidated 
distribution network throughout the domestic market. Over 
the recent years it has been expanding rapidly in many 
foreign countries by means of solid partnerships undertaken 
with qualified security distributors and well-reputed system 
integrators firms.

MECCANICA FADINI SNC
Stand: S2 D36

Meccanica FADINI has been a leading company in gate 
automation for more than 40 years, constantly in the 

vanguard in its technical choices and design. It has solutions 
that are comprehensive and very functional to automate 
gates, garage doors, industrial doors and traffic barriers 
for residential, commercial and industrial applications. 
FADINI can boast 25 years of experience in automatic bollards, 
and even in this sector can be considered a leading company 
on the market with a wide range of oil-hydraulic, automatic 
bollards, as well as manual and steady posts for residential, 
industrial use, urban furnishing and for the protection of 
special areas where a high level of security and perimeter 
protection is needed. FADINI designs and manufactures all of 
its products in its own workshops in Italy.

mailto:info@fadini.net
mailto:info@mitech-security.com
http://www.mitech-security.com
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Via Portogallo, 43
41122 Modena  (MO) 
Tel. +39 059 451708 
Fax: 39 059 451697

vittorio.mescoli@opera-access.it
www.opera-italy.com

Contact: Vittorio Mescoli

Via Settembrini, 34
20020 Lainate (MI) 
Tel. +39 02 580771  

Fax: +39 02 58077 277
info@paso.it
www.paso.it

www.pasohelp.com
Contact: Roberto Megazzini

PASO SPA
Stand: SA K27

 
PASO is an industrial company established in 1973 as the 

result of the enthusiastic work of the managerial and 
technical staff previously employed by the historical Milan-
based company GELOSO, active since 1931 and international 
leader on the market of professional sound broadcasting. The 
company continues to increase its knowledge in the field of 
system and industrial engineering, with the primary aim of 
constant evolution of its Public Address products, in terms 
of technology, quality and reliability. PASO is now a leading 
company on the PA system markets and is highly appreciated 
both in Italy and abroad. All this is topped by the guarantee 
provided by the Quality System certified according to the 
latest version of UNI EN ISO 9001:2008. In the current global 
marketplace context, PASO claims with well justified pride its 
identity as an Italian manufacturing company that designs, 
develops, makes and markets its own products, complying with 
the current appropriate standards.

OPERA SRL 
Stand: S2 C56

Opera is an independent company based in Modena, town 
with an old tradition in lock manufacturing. The company 

was set up in 1997 for assuring services and high quality 
products in the field of security and safety. Today, Opera is a 
manufacturer of electronic locking systems and door retainers 
for fire proof doors. Opera provides a wide range of electric 
locks and door accessories for high security applications. 
Since the beginning the company target has been the service. 
Almost 90% of our catalogue is delivered 24Hrs from order. 
To achieve this result, Opera has acquired new expertise 
and machines. From a company that manufactured products, 
Opera has evolved into a company that offers solution aimed 
to improving the security and safety of individuals and their 
belongings. Opera is now working in 22 countries in Europe, 
Africa and Middle East.

http://vittorio.mescoli@opera-access.it/
file:///\\Icdxbm10001\g\3_Promozione\_2%20EAU\2016\fiera%20INTERSEC%20az%20comunic%2017-19%20genn\CATALOGO\materiale\OPERA\www.opera-italy.com
mailto:info@paso.it
http://www.paso.it
http://www.pasohelp.com
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Via Trani, 107
76121 Barletta (BT)

Tel. +39 0883 349104
Fax: +39 0883 53324
pezzol@pezzol.com

www.pezzol.com
Contact: Michele Grieco

Via Marzorati, 15
20014 Nerviano (MI)

Tel. +39 0331 406511
Fax: +39 0331 406559

ramcro@ramcro.it
www.ramcro.it

Contact: Erika Galtieri

RAMCRO SPA
Stand: 3 B31

Ramcro is an Italian special cables manufacturer since 1979, 
certified ISO 9001 - ISO 14001 and ISO 18001 and the internal 

laboratory is certified ISO 17025 and recognized by ANCE.  Our 
special cables range includes fire alarm cables, certified BS 
6387 CWZ, BS 7629 from LPCB in UK and FPLR cables UL 1424 
listed, UL13. Our cables gamma includes also security, CCTV, 
signal and control cables and a complete range of cables for 
BMS system, as well as RAMCROIL instrumentation cables for 
Oil & Gas. Our brandname: RAMFIRECRO F3 - RAMCROIL - 
NYLORAM and LANCRO.

PEZZOL INDUSTRIES SRL
Stand: 7 B30

PEZZOL INDUSTRIES is an industrial group based in 
Italy founded in 1950’s and one of the leading European 

companies in the design, manufacturing and marketing of the 
professional safety footwear under the brands PEZZOL and 
KYNOX. Our vision is to be the market leader working with 
strong determination and we remain focused on teamwork, 
staff development, investing in the ultimate technologies, 
research and development, and offering the best and 
innovative products and services to our customers. The quality 
of the production process is certified by TUV ISO9001 and the 
protection to the environment is assured by TUV ISO14001 
STANDARD. The mixture of ITALIAN style, technology and 
manufacturing, provides our brands with high quality level. Our 
history is all about the traditional skills of the Italian footwear 
craftsmen and their passion for stylish quality continues to be 
our motivating force. PEZZOL Safety Footwear meets CE and 
ASTM Safety Standards.

http://www.ramcro.com
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Via F. da Levanto, 14/b
37138 Verona (VR)

Tel. +39 045 8347777
Fax: +39 045 8347778

info@setronicverona.com
www.setronicverona.com

Contact: Ida Travaglini

Via Calabria, 14
50052 Certaldo (FI)

Tel. +39 0571 664166
Fax: +39 0571 652285

sicep@sicep.it
www.sicep.it

Contact: Raffaele Iodice

SICEP SPA
Stand: SA J28

Sicep is a company operating in the security for over 30 years 
with a production completely made in Italy. The activities 

are the project, production and distribution of security systems 
(software, alarms, gps tracking systems, video surveillance). 

SETRONIC VERONA SRL
Stand: 3 B11

SETRONIC Verona is a company specialised in design, 
manufacturing and after sales service for: optical beam 

smoke and fire detectors, opacity analyzer, calibrating and 
testing equipment and accessories. Since its origin, proud 
of Italian industries in fire detection segment, Setronic 
Verona is now present and well known in all the European 
and worldwide market. The company is certified by the most 
important international notified bodies, strong of a complete 
range of beam detectors, based on an always growing and 
evolving experience in 35 years of work, with a wide range of 
prestigious installations, that have lead Setronic to become 
a sure reference in fire detection branch. The company is 
on a constant research to propose always innovative and 
advanced products, offering to the market a revolutionary 
system of analyzing opacity, fundamental for the definition of 
the air visibility, necessary parameter to manage the forced 
automatic ventilation in road tunnels. SETRONIC Verona is an 
ISO 9001:2008 certified company.

http://www.setronicverona.com/
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Via Gadames, 91
20151 Milano (MI)

Tel. +39 02 380701
Fax: + 39 02 3088067

sebastiano.vento@sicurit.it 
www.sicurit.com

Contact: Sebastiano Vento

Via Gramsci, 86/A
42124 Reggio Emilia (RE)

Tel. +39 0522 929850
Fax: +39 0522 929870

info@spark-security.com
www.spark-security.com

Contact: Andrea Bigliardi

SPARK SRL
Stand: SA H38

Spark is an Italian manufacturer of Ultra HD cameras, systems 
and solutions. A cohesive team of qualified engineers 

from the field of imaging and video recording systems,  
created an innovative technological company, which is part 
of the financial holding group TTM - Top Technology Mission 
S.p.A. Spark can provide cutting-edge solutions designed 
and developed specifically for anyone who runs professional 
video surveillance services. Our mission is to make a 
decisive contribution to security protection by developing and 
manufacturing ULTRA HD technology. NITIDA UltraHD camera 
has been developed and designed for a basic need: to take 
large areas without losing any detail. A better quality when 
capturing, transmitting and managing an image, will give 
immediate access to an infinitely better quantity of details. 
With more accurate and usable information it will be easier 
to take specific actions and establish a more effective and 
reliable security service.

SICURIT ALARMITALIA SPA
Stand: SA G26

SICURIT Alarmitalia has been producing and distributing 
security systems since 1971. The Company is a recognized 

leader in the Italian market, and since 2000, has been 
exporting its perimeter protection systems to what has now 
grown to more than 25 countries. At SICURIT new product 
development is ongoing and proactive. Our central objective 
is to provide the security industry with the latest technologies 
that guarantee unparalleled performance and seamless 
integration into existing or new security applications. Given 
the nature of our sensitive government and military clients, 
we are committed to achieve and maintain the highest 
quality standards for products and services. Typically, these 
will exceed generic industry benchmarks for reliability and 
performance, by a considerable margin. 

http://www.sicurit.com/
http://www.spark-security.com
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Via Della Scienza, 50
41122 Modena (MO)
Tel. +39 059 289811

Fax: +39 059 289860
techboard@techboard.it

www.techboard.it
Contact: Fabio Righetti

Via Enzo Ferrari, 7
20010 Arluno (MI) 

Tel. +39 02 90377753 
Fax: +39 02 58077277

info@technodrive-srl.com
www.technodrive-srl.com

Contact: Silvio Pieroni

TECHNODRIVE SRL
Stand: S2 E52

TechnoDrive is a leading Italian company of manufacturing 
time attendance, access control and job costing terminals 

with web capacity and build-in client browser. TechnoDrive is 
looking for representatives able to sell and develop software 
to interface ours terminals in the Middle East. TechnoDrive 
provides great flexibility on the customization of their products 
according to customer’s requirement. The FC04, thanks to 
a wide range of communication modes, meets all needs. 
Terminal interface is based on exchange of files and commands. 
Easy GUI interface is similar to tablet and phone experience. 
Linux operating system provides great performance. It has 
weather resistant case, reliability and low cost. Technodrive 
terminals can interface directly with HTTP server and MySQL / 
MsSQL server on network LAN and 3G/UMTS modem. The new 
MiniClock3 terminal is similar to FC04 but has IP65 protection 
class.

 

TECHBOARD SRL 
Stand: SA H32

At INTERSEC 2016, TECHBOARD will introduce to its partners, 
clients and end-users TECHBOARD GULF, its recently 

established regional representative office based in Dubai, UAE. 
Together with TECHBOARD GULF, TECHBOARD will showcase 
the latest professional video security systems and solutions 
designed by SYAC-TB, TECHBOARD’s Security Division: 
new DigiEye NVRs/HVRs/NVRs, new innovative security 
solutions integrating VCA, access control and complementary 
surveillance devices. “New Professional Security Solutions” 
is as a matter of fact the key theme for TECHBOARD and 
SYAC-TB in 2016: innovative made in Italy products that offer 
seamless and intergeneration continuity with the existing 
systems, that are powerful yet easily integrated with other 
proprietary security and automation technologies, and that 
assure regulatory compliance. 

http://info@technodrive-srl.com/
mailto:www.technodrive-srl.com
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Via Ciriè, 38 
10099 San Mauro T.se (TO)

Tel. +39 011 2235457 
Fax: +39 011 2735590

chafik.khaoutem@tecnoalarm.com
www.tecnoalarm.com

Contact: Chafik Khaoutem

Via Avv. Giovanni Agnelli, 10 
12033 Moretta (CN) 

Tel. +39 0172 911235
Fax: +39 0172 911322 

info@vanzettiequipment.com
www.vanzettiequipment.com

Contact: Dario Morrica

VANZETTI EQUIPMENT SRL
Stand: 3 A12

Vanzetti Equipment is an Italian brand manufacturing a 
comprehensive range of equipment for achieving the 

following applications: Dry Powder Extinguisher Maintenance 
and Refilling, CO2 Extinguisher and Cylinder Filling, Cylinder 
Maintenance and Testing, Cylinder Treatment and Post Filling, 
Inert Gas Filling, Clean Agent Filling and Recovery, Refrigerant 
Gas Filling. With 30 years of experience in the industry, the 
brand is globally recognized as one of the finest and most 
reliable with international references worldwide. At the show, 
we will be focused on our outstanding units expressly designed 
for handling, transferring and recovering CLEAN AGENTS such 
as FM200TM, 3MTM, Novec1230TM and others.

TECNOALARM SRL
Stand: 6 A12

Tecnoalarm is an Italian manufacturer of hi-tech security 
products with more than 37 years of experience, research 

and technological innovation. Today the company from Turin 
is rapidly conquering markets in all over the world thanks 
to its advanced solutions and high quality products that are 
rigorously made in Italy. Perimeter protection, barriers, 
external detectors, sirens for outdoor & indoor, control 
panels, wireless products and many are the main products that 
Tecnoalarm has in its rich catalogue. RSC Technology, based 
on Bus Technology, enables the customers to monitor, adjust, 
program each device and analyze the alarm remotely. This 
year we introduce the VIDEOALARM and new control panels. 
Tecnoalarm introduces also its new brand “TECNOFIRE” 
FIREALARM will be included in our catalogue with a full fire 
range of products all made in Italy and certified EN54. A full 
addressable system that allows to program and analyze it 
remotely.

http://www.tecnoalarm.com
mailto:info@vanzettiequipment.com
http://www.vanzettiequipment.com
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Via Friuli, 6  
36015 Schio (VI) 

Tel. +39 0445 697411
Fax: +39 0445 697414  

info@videotec.com
www.videotec.com

Contact: Alessandro Franchini

VIDEOTEC SPA
Stand: SA G24

In thirty years of activity in the video surveillance industry, 
Videotec has designed, created and patented numerous 

products for monitoring all types of external environment even 
in the most harsh complex conditions. The wide product range 
includes camera positioning systems, certified explosion-
proof camera systems, heavy duty housing and PTZ, night LED 
illuminators, advanced artificial intelligence devices and much 
more. Their products connectivity is based on high resolution 
analog and IP architecture, providing the highest degree of 
protection and immediate situational awareness, thus the 
response to threats and incidents is rapid and effective.
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Intersec 2016-Venue Plan
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